Abstract. This note has several aims. Firstly, it portrays a non-standard analysis as a functor, namely a functor ⋆ that maps any set A to the set ⋆ A of its non-standard elements. That functor, from the category of sets to itself, is postulated to be an equivalence on the full subcategory of finite sets onto itself and to preserve finite projective limits (equivalently, to preserve finite products and equalizers). Secondly, "Local" non-standard analysis is introduced as a structure which we call lim-rim, in particular exact lim-rims. The interplay between these, and ultrafilters and ultrapowers, and also cardinality relations and notions depending on a cardinality such as saturation and what we call "confinement" and "exactness", are investigated.
Example 2. Of course, a trivial example for non-standard analysis is the identity functor, where ⋆ A = A and all non-standard elements are, in fact, standard -of the form ν(a).
To get a non-trivial example, Let S be a fixed set of indices and U a fixed ultrafilter in S. For any set A we have the ultrapower A U := A S /U, defined as the power A S modulo the equivalence relation: equality modulo U.
We have here a covariant functor A → A U (which depends on S and U) from the category of sets to itself. The image f U by the functor of a map f : A → B between sets will map [ξ] ∈ A U , where ξ : S → A, to [f • ξ] ∈ B U .
The "philosophy" here is to develop the theory from these properties, paying less attentionNote, that although the functor A → βA is a canonically defined functor on sets, which maps injections to injections, it does not preserve finite products (hence is not a non-standard analysis as per Definition 1). The projections A × B → A and A × B → B define onto mappings β(A × B) → βA and β(A × B) → βB, hence induce a β(A × B) → βA × βB, which is also onto, but is usually not one-to-one. Thus this functor does not satisfy (ii) of Definition 1 (while it satisfies (i)).
One may view a non-standard analysis as a quest to extend sets by adjoining all (or some) possible limits. This in close analogy in spirit to extending a field to its algebraic closure by adjoining all possible roots of algebraic equations. In the latter case one would like to simply define the adjoined elements as labeled by the irreducible polynomial they satisfy, but that is hampered by such facts as the polynomial whose roots are the sums of the roots of two irreducible polynomials being not irreducible.
5 The algebraic closure thus contains conjugate elements with the same irreducible polynomial and for any such elements there is an automorphism of the algebraic closure exchanging them.
Similarly in our case we would like to label the adjoined "non-standard elements" by the ultrafilters on the original set. After all, these ultrafilters (and ultrafilters in finite products of sets) give all the possible ways properties (and relations) can conceivably hold or not. But that would not work precisely because the functor β does not preserve finite products. There is a naturally defined Cartesian product of filters, but the Cartesian product of two ultrafilters U ∈ βA, V ∈ βB is in general not an ultrafilter -it is the intersection of all ultrafilters in A × B that map to (U, V) in the above mapping β(A × B) → βA × βB.
We too will have a construction ( §1.10) where there will be "conjugate" non-standard elements with the same ultrafilter and any such conjugate elements will be exchangeable by an automorphism, provided one has enough General Continuum Hypothesis (GCH), and then, in the same spirit as with algebraic closures, one has uniqueness (for fixed "basis" B -see below) up to isomorphism, and also universality and homogeneity.
1.5. Lim-Rims -Local Non-Standard Analysis. Given a non-standard analysis, one may focus on a particular set B and try to extract what the non-standard analysis says about this B (hence about its subsets).
The information telling which non-standard elements satisfy which relations is encoded in the ultrafilters on B I , I finite. The non-standard analysis gives us a natural mapping ( ⋆ B) I → β(B I ) between these two (contravariant) functors on I from F IN to SET . If for any set I ∈ SET we will define β c (A I ) as the set of ultrafilters on the cylinder Boolean algebra of B I (the members of the cylinder Boolean algebra are the subsets of B I that depend only on a finite number of coordinates. In case I is finite this is just the power set of B I ), then any natural ( ⋆ B) I → β(B I ) on the finite sets I extends in a unique way to a natural ( ⋆ B) I → β c (B I ) on all sets I. Moreover, we can take I = ⋆ B itself and then the image by the natural mapping of any element of ( ⋆ B) I will be known if we know the image in β c B ⋆ B of the identity family ∈ ( ⋆ B) ⋆ B .
Definition 3. We say that a set E has the structure of a lim-rim over a set 6 (basis) B if either of the equivalent following is given. (i) An ultrafilter L on the cylinder Boolean algebra of B E , which will be referred to as the defining cylinder ultrafilter of the lim-rim (then we shall also speak of the lim-rim (E, L) over B).
(ii) A natural mapping between the (contravariant) functors on sets I: E I and β c (B I ), where the latter denotes the set of ultrafilters in the cylinder Boolean algebra. It will be referred to as the defining natural mapping of the lim-rim. (Note that these functors and the natural mapping are defined for any I, yet they are determined by giving them for the finite I.)
Here, the defining cylinder ultrafilter L in B E can be recovered as the image, by the natural mapping, in β c B E , of the identity family in E E . On the other hand, if L is given, what it does is deciding, for any (finite) family η ∈ E I indexed by a finite I (pushing L, using the map B E → B I induced by η : I → E, to an ultrafilter in B I ) whether relations -subsets of B I -hold or not, thus transferring such I-relations in B (= subsets of B I ) into I-relations in E, as a non-standard setting should. This new I-relation in E will be referred to as the transfer or ⋆ of the original I-relation in B.
To put it otherwise: for an n-tuple (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of elements of E, a relation R ⊂ B n ⋆ -holds for (e 1 , . . . , e n ) if and only if for ψ ∈ B E , (ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en ) ∈ R holds modulo L.
To conclude:
Proposition 4. Given a non-standard analysis as per Definition 1, it induces on any set B a lim-rim E over B, where E = ⋆ B.
And as said above, this lim-rim captures which relations about B, or its subsets, are satisfied by n-tuples of non-standard elements e 1 , . . . , e n . We may say that a lim-rim E over B defines a "local" non-standard analysis, with E the set of non-standard elements of B, completely satisfactory as a non-standard analysis as long as one restricts oneself only to B or its subsets.
Remark 5. There can be sub-lim-rims of a lim-rim E over B in two ways (or both combined): Firstly, any subset E ′ ⊂ E has the structure of a lim-rim over B, and secondly for any B ′ ⊂ B the set ⋆ B ′ of the e ∈ E that satisfy the ⋆ of " belongs to B ′ " forms a lim-rim over B ′ . Instead of talking about sub-lim-rims one may talk about embeddings. Isomorphisms and automorphisms of lim-rims are defined as expected (as those which respect the ultrafilter L).
Corollary 8. Let (E, L) be a lim-rim over an infinite B. Then TFAE: (i) There exists a non-standard analysis which induces on B a lim-rim isomorphic to E. (ii) The |B|-confined non-standard analysis induced by the lim-rim E induces on B a lim-rim isomorphic to E.
If these hold, we say that the lim-rim is rectified.
If these hold, one may take as an isomorphism the map γ B : E → ⋆ B (notations as in Prop. 7).
For any (E, L), γ B can be characterized as mapping e ∈ E to the projection
Proof. If there exists a non-standard analysis A → ⋆ 0 X inducing on B a lim-rim isomorphic to E, then, by taking its |B|-confinement, we may assume it is |B|-confined, and then by Prop. 7 it is equivalent to the |B|-confined non-standard analysis induced by E, hence the latter too induces on B a lim-rim isomorphic to E.
In this case we may take as the isomorphism the mapping γ B from Prop. 7.
For any (E.L), in the definition of γ B we identify ⋆ 0 B = E and take f = 1 B (and
Remark 10. For any lim-rim, the relation "{ψ ∈ B E | ψ e 1 = ψ e 2 } is in L" is an equivalence relation in E and factoring E by it gives a separated lim-rim.
The lim-rim E being separated just says that the map γ B mentioned in Cor. 8: e → (ψ → ψ e ) mod L is one-to-one. Therefore a rectified lim-rim is separated. (Or alternatively, the fact that the ⋆ of a diagonal is a diagonal means that the lim-rim that a non-standard analysis induces on a set B must be separated.)
For any lim-rim E over B, the lim-rim of B in the |B|-confined non-standard analysis induced by it is called the rectification of E. Cor. 8 can be phrased as saying that E is rectified if and only if it is isomorphic to its rectification, and then as an isomorphism we can take the map γ B : E → ⋆ B mentioned there.
Proposition 11. Let (E, L) be a lim-rim over an infinite B, and suppose E separated (then γ B is injective. notations as above). Then γ B is an isomorphism of lim-rims over
Proof. Since γ B is a bijection between E and γ B (E), all we need is to prove it preserves the ultrafilters on the cylinder Boolean algebras of B E and B γ B (E) which define the lim-rims. Now, the set (here h : B n → B is a function and 0 ∈ B is some fixed (standard) element)
belongs to the ultrafilter of γ B (E) if in X → ⋆ X = the |B|-confined non-standard analysis induced by the lim-rim E,
that is, using the characterisation of γ B in Cor. 8 (here ψ varies over B E ),
belongs to L.
1.7. Exact Lim-Rims. Abraham Robinson, the founder of non-standard analysis [R] did not, of course, wish that the non-standard analysis will be just the trivial ⋆ A = A. His requirement that the non-standard analysis be an enlargement can be phrased, on the level of lim-rims, as the requirement that for any ultrafilter U on B (or also on B I , I finite) there will be an element ⋆ x ∈ ⋆ B (or in ( ⋆ B) I ) which is mapped to U by the natural mapping that defines the lim-rim. But one may require slightly more:
Definition 12. A lim-rim E over an infinite B is called exact if for any finite I, J and for any ξ : I → J, the diagram expressing the naturality of the natural mapping between the (contravariant) functors • → E
• and β(B • ) which defines the lim-rim, is "exact", in the sense that a member of E I and a member of β(B J ) which map to the same member of β(B I ) both come from some same member of E J .
Note, that for this to hold it suffices that it holds for inclusions "adding one element" I → I ∪ {i} and for the map {1, 2} → {1} (the latter guarantees, as easily seen, that the ⋆ of the relation of equality in B will be the relation of equality in E -i.e. that E be separated).
Note that for I = ∅ both E ∅ and β(B ∅ ) are singletons, {∅} if you wish, with subsets naturally viewed as the truth-values True = {∅}, False = ∅ which the natural mapping always preserves.
If E is exact then, in particular, applying the exactness of the diagram for the map ∅ → {1} (or ∅ → I, I finite) we have that for every ultrafilter U in B there is an element e ∈ E whose ultrafilter, i.e. whose image in the natural mapping E → βB, is U, that is, e ⋆ belongs to all members of U (and of course does not ⋆ belong to non-members of U, which are the complements of members).
7 If U is fixed (principal) -is the family of all subsets containing some a ∈ B -than e is unique and is the element of E to be identified with a (i.e. e = ν(a)). If U is free (non-principal), however, one proves that (if E is exact) e is never unique and we have "conjugate" non-standard elements with the same ultrafilter which, as we shall see below, will be exchangeable by an automorphism with a favorable choice of the lim-rim.
Remark 13. We may express the exactness of the diagram for a map I → I ∪ {i} as follows: For every family η : I → E of elements of E, and any ultrafilter U in B I∪{i} which projects on B I to the ultrafilter pulled-back from L by η, one can find an element of E as the image of i so that the pull-back of L by the extended η will be U.
This implies that for exact lim-rims,
⋆ of relations will commute with projections B I∪{i} → B I (i / ∈ I), i.e. with applying ∃. Of course, for any lim-rim, ⋆ of relations commutes with Propositional Calculus operations. Thus in an exact lim-rim it commutes with all first-order logical operations. And one has a Transfer Principle: Any true sentence made as a first-order logical combination of relations on B will turn, by transferring each of the argument relations, into a sentence true for E. Proposition 14. Any exact lim-rim (E, L) over B is rectified.
Proof. By Prop. 11 all we need to prove is that if E is exact the map γ B mentioned there is onto.
Recall that γ B is a map from E to ⋆ B = the set of cylindrical maps Ψ : B E → B modulo L, which maps e ∈ E to ψ → ψ e mod L ∈ ⋆ B.
Now let
where e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ E and h is some h : B n → B. Let U be the push of L by the map Φ 1 : ψ → ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en , h ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en to an ultrafilter in B n+1 . Then E being exact implies, by Remark 13, that there is an e 0 ∈ E such that the push of L by the map Φ 0 : ψ → ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en , ψ e 0 7 This does not hold, in general, for non-standard analysis constructed by an ultrapower (if the power in the ultrapower is countable, a countable set will have only 2 ℵ0 non-standard members but has 2
is the same ultrafilter U. Let
Then Φ 1 −1 (T ) is the whole B E , hence T ∈ U, but that means that Φ 0 −1 (T ) ∈ L, which just says that Ψ(ψ) = h ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en = ψ e 0 mod L.
1.8. m-Exactness, m-Saturation.
Definition 15. Let m is an infinite cardinal. A lim-rim E over an (infinite) set B is called m-exact if it is separated and exactness of the diagram of the natural mapping, as in Definition 12, holds for the inclusion I → I ∪ {i} for any |I| < m.
As in Remark 13, this means: For any I such that |I| < m, every family η : I → E of elements of E, and any ultrafilter U in the cylinders of B I∪{i} which projects on B I to the ultrafilter pulled-back from L by η, one can find an element of E as the image of i so that the pull-back of L by the extended η will be U.
Remark 16. By a transfinite process of adding elements i, the m-exactness of E will guarantee exactness of the diagram of the natural mappings for any inclusion I → M for |I| < m, |M| ≤ m.
In particular, by the definition, a lim-rim is exact if and only if it is separated and ℵ 0 -exact.
Proposition 17. Let m is an infinite cardinal.
Let E be an m-exact lim-rim over an (infinite) set B. Let B ′ ⊂ B, B ′ also infinite. Let E ′ = ⋆ B ′ be the set of members of E that ⋆ belong to B ′ . Then the sub-lim-rim E ′ over B ′ is also m-exact.
Proof. Let, as in Def. 15, I satisfy |I| < m, η : I → E ′ and V an ultrafilter in the cylinders of (B ′ ) I∪{i} which projects on (B ′ ) I to the ultrafilter pulled-back by η from the defining cylinder ultrafilter L ′ of E ′ . Note, that if L was the defining cylinder ultrafilter of E, then for any finite set e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ E ′ , the preimage of (B ′ ) n ⊂ B n by B I → B {e 1 ,...,en} is a member of L and L ′ obtains from L by intersecting its members with these preimages. Thus, the inclusion (B ′ ) I∪{i} → B I∪{i} maps V into an ultrafilter in the cylinders of B I∪{i} (which contains all primages of (B ′ ) n by B I → B {ι 1 ,...,ιn} for ι 1 , . . . , ι n ∈ I ∪ {i}) and which will project on B I to the ultrafilter pulled-back by η from L.
Hence, by the m-exactness of E, there is an element of E as η(i) so that the pull-back of L by the extended η is U. Since U contains the preimage of B ′ by the projection B I∪{i} → B {i} , η(0) belongs to ⋆ B ′ = E ′ . Thus the extended η maps I ∪ {i} to E ′ . And the way U is constructed from V and L ′ is constructed from L means that the pull-back of L ′ by the extended η is V, as required.
(ii) Denote E = ⋆ B. Let I be such that |I| = m ′ < m 1 , let η : I → E be a family of elements of E, and U an ultrafilter in the cylinders of B I∪{0} which projects on B I to the ultrafilter U ′ pulled-back from L by η, and one wishes to find an element of E as η(0) -the image of 0, so that the pull-back of L by the extended η will be U.
To satisfy this, η(0), together with the η(ι), ι ∈ I, must ⋆ belong to all the members U of U. Belonging to each such U requires η(0) to belong to a certain internal subset of ⋆ B = E. To belong to any finite number of these internal subsets, is to satisfy the conjunction of these ⋆ U's with a finite number of η(ι)'s, η ι 1 , . . . , η ιn as parameters. The set of these parameters belongs to the ⋆ of a any member U ′ of U ′ . Hence, Transfer will tell us that there is such an η(0), if we can find a member U ′ of U ′ so that for any "standard" "parameters" b ι 1 , . . . , b ιn ∈ B there is a b ι 0 ∈ B which together with them belong to all the (finite number of) U's. But for this just take as U ′ the projection on B I of the intersection of these U's. Thus, every finite number of these internal subsets intersect. Also, the cardinality of U is at most the cardinality of the set of all "cylinders" in B I , which is ≤ 2 |B| · m ′ < m. Hence, by saturation, all requirements for η(0) can be fulfilled.
1.9. Regular Lim-Rims, Lim-Rims with Homogeneity and Universality.
Definition 21. A lim-rim E over B is called regular if it is |E|-exact.
A regular lim-rim is universal, in the sense that any embedding in E of a sub-lim-rim M ′ of cardinality < |E| of a separated lim-rim M over B of cardinality |M| ≤ |E| can be extended to an embedding of all M.
Indeed, the embedding of M ′ can be viewed as a family of elements of E so that the pull-back of the defining cylinder ulterafilter in B E is the defining cylinder ultrafilter in B M ′ , which is the projection of the defining cylinder ultrafilter in B M , and one uses Remark 16. (Separation will guarantee that distinct elements map to distinct elements, so one really has a one-to-one embedding)
If, instead of the argument of Remark 16 one uses a transfinite back-and-forth construction, i.e. adds an element i on one side of the embedding, then an element on the other, then again on the first side etc., one concludes that a regular lim-rim is homogeneous -any isomorphism between two sub-lim-rims of cardinality < |E| in two regular lim-rims E over B with the same cardinality |E|, can be extended to an isomorphism between the E's. In particular (if we start from the empty isomorphism) any two such lim-rims E are isomorphic. Also (starting from singletons) any two members of E which map to the same ultrafilter in βB are exchangeable by an automorphism of E.
Thus one might say that there is, up to isomorphism, at most one regular lim-rim over B of any specific cardinality.
Prop. 17 implies
Indeed, by Prop. 17 E ′ is |E|-exact, a fortiori |E ′ |-exact.
1.10. Cardinalities.
Proposition 23. Suppose a non-standard analysis has confinement m and saturation
Proof. Take a (standard) set A of cardinality m + , and well-order it by the set of all ordinals of cardinality ≤ m. Take the standard subsets [a, → [ of A, and the corresponding internal sets of their ⋆ members. Any finite number of these intersect, and there are m + of them. If we had saturation (m + ) + there would be a ⋆ member ⋆ a of A which belongs to all of them, hence is bigger than all standard a ∈ A, and thus cannot ⋆ belong to any standard set A ′ ⊂ A of cardinality ≤ m since any such set is bounded by some (standard) a ∈ A. Thus we would not have confinement m.
If a lim-rim E over B is exact, then, as we saw in §1.7, for every ultrafilter U in B there is a ⋆ b ∈ E that maps to U in E → βB. Proof. Let Ω be the set of ordinals of cardinality ≤ 2 b . It is the smallest ordinal of cardinality (2 b ) + . We shall construct E, together with the defining cylinder ultrafilter L, in steps indexed by Ω, always adding e ∈ E's so that for a family η : I ⊂ 2 B → the set E ′ of previously constructed e's and for a cylinder ultrafilter U in B I∪{0} whose projection on B I is the ultrafilter pulledback from L by η, the added e will serve as η(0) so that U is the ultrafilter pulled-back by the extended η. To this end we appropriately choose the ultrafilter L in the cylinders of B E ′ ∪{e} , of course one that projects on B E ′ to the previously constructed L. For any ι ∈ Ω, supposing we already have E ι and L ι , we shall take care simultaneously of all possible η into E ′ = E ι and U's, adding one e for each of them, to get E ι+1 . If we assume as an induction hypothesis that |E ι | ≤ 2 2 b , then there are at most 2 2 b 2 b = 2 2 b such η's, and for each I ⊂ 2 B the cardinality of the cylinder Boolean algebra of B I is |I| · 2 b ≤ 2 b , hence the cardinality of all possible cylinder ultrafilters, these being subsets of this Boolean algebra, is ≤ 2 2 b . Thus there are at most 2 2 b pairs η, U to take care of, hence 2 2 b added e's, and also |E ι+1 | ≤ 2 2 b . For limit ordinals ι < Ω (and, in fact, also for Ω itself), we just take as E ι the union of everything constructed at ι ′ < ι (a union of at most 2 b terms -(2 b ) + for Ω) and as L the union of the L's -note that we are always considering cylinders, which depend only on a finite number of coordinates. Clearly we will preserve the fact |E ι | ≤ 2 2 b . The final E will be E Ω , after we had made it separated by taking its factor set with respect to the equivalence relation on e 1 , e 2 : {ψ | ψ e 1 = ψ e 2 } ∈ L. (i) will be satisfied. (By the above |E| ≤ 2 2 b . the inverse inequality is Prop. 24).
(ii) will be satisfied too, since every η for E Ω concerns at most 2 b elements e, constructed at 2 b ι's, the set of these ι's is bounded in Ω by some ι ′ , and this η has been dealt with -received its η(0) -already in E ι ′ . We still have to prove that we can construct the cylinder ultrafilter L ι+1 when we construct E ι+1 above. L ι+1 must: (a) Project to L ι on B Eι . That is, contain all cylinders, depending on a finite number of coordinates in E ι , that belong to L ι . (b) For each e constructed in the ι + 1 step for some η and U, it must be pulled back by the extended η to U. That is, for every U ∈ U which depends, as a subset of B n+1 , on the coordinates 0, i 1 , . . . , i n , with η(i j ) = e j ∈ E ι , j = 1, . . . , n it must contain the set (2) {ψ ∈ B E ι+1 | (ψ e , ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en ) ∈ U}.
To prove such a cylinder ultrafilter L ι+1 exists, all we need to show is that any finite set of these sets, which it must contain, intersect. That is, we must prove that for any cylinder V in L ι , which is of the form (here e 1 , . . . , e n ∈ E ι , V ⊂ B n ):
and any finite number of e's and sets as in (2), there is a ψ which belongs to all of them. For the latter, we will be able to find a ψ e if (ψ e 1 , . . . , ψ en ) belongs to the projection U ′ of U on B n = B {i 1 ,...,in} . This projection is, by assumption, in the cylinder ultrafilter pulled-back from L ι by the unextended η. This means that the set of ψ satisfying this is a cylinder in L ι , as in (3). Hence we are left with a finite number of conditions of the form (3), for cylinders in L ι which intersect, L ι being a cylinder ultrafilter.
Proposition 26. Let b be an infinite cardinality.
Let us work in a non-standard analysis with confinement b, saturation b + and saturation (2 b ) + inside (standard) sets of cardinality ≤ b, and in which for |B| = b we have | ⋆ B| = 2 2 b . Then (i) Let B be a set of cardinality b. Then for every internal subset β ⊂ ⋆ B which contains all standard elements of B, and for every ultrafilter U on B, ∃ ⋆ x ∈ β whose ultrafilter is U.
Consequently, |β| = 2 2 b (recall that | ⋆ B| = 2 2 b ). (ii) If α is internal, then either α is finite or ∃ an internal one-one mapping from an internal β as in (i) to α, hence |α| ≥ 2 2 b . (iii) If α is ⋆ finite (i.e. a ⋆ member of a standard family of finite sets) then |α| is finite or 2 2 b .
Proof. (i) We use (2 b ) + -saturation (which holds when working inside B): for any finite family of members of U ∃ ⋆ x ∈ β belonging to all of them (indeed a standard one), and by saturation we are done.
(ii) Here we use b + -saturation: If α is not finite, then for every finite set F of standard members of B ∃ an internal set β F ⊂ ⋆ B containing all members of F and an internal one-one mapping β F → α (take β F = F ), hence by saturation ∃ a β suitable for all standard members of B.
(iii) Suppose α not finite. By (ii) |α| ≥ 2 2 b . On the other hand, by b + -confinement α ⋆ belongs to a standard set S of cardinality ≤ b whose members are finite sets. Then | ∪S| ≤ b, thus | ⋆ (∪S)| ≤ 2 2 b , while α ⊂ ⋆ (∪S). (w 1 (b ι ) , . . . , w n (b ι )) ∈ 2 n for all finite subsets (b ι ) ι , is not the whole of 2 n . Since this set is a linear subspace of the n-dimensional vector space 2 n over 2, and it is not the whole space, there is a non-zero linear functional which vanishes on it. Thus, there are ε 1 , . . . , ε n ∈ 2, not all of them 0, so that ε j w j (b) = 0 for all b ∈ B, that is ε j w j = 0, contradicting the linear independence of the basis W .
